‘Seasons of Love’
from Rent

Words and Music by Jonathan Larson
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six hundred minutes. How do you measure, measure a year? In

13

day-lights, in sun-sets, in mid-nights, in cups of coffee, in inches, in miles, in

Asus² G♯m⁷ F♯m⁷ B♭sus E B C♯m G♯m Asus² G♯m⁷
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laughter, in strife, in five hundred twenty-five thousand

F♯m⁷ B♭sus C♯m G♯m Asus² G♯m⁷
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six hundred minutes. How do you measure a year in the life. How about

F♯m⁷ B♭sus E B C♯m G♯m Asus² G♯m⁷ F♯m⁷ B♭sus C♯m G♯m
seasons of love.

Ah.

F#m7 B'sus E B C#m G#m Asus2 G#m7 F#m7 B'sus C#m G#m

Five hundred twenty-five thousand six hundred minutes.

Ah.

Asus2 G#m7 F#m7 B'sus E B C#m G#m

five hundred twenty-five thousand journeys to plan.

Ah.

Asus2 G#m7 F#m7 B'sus C#m G#m
Five hundred twenty-five thousand six hundred minutes. How do you measure the life of a
woman or a man? In truth that she learned or in times that he cried,

It's time now to sing out, though the bridges he burned or the way that she died. It's time now to sing out, though the
story ne- ver ends. Let's ce-le-brate, re-mem-ber a year in the
story ne- ver ends. Let's ce-le-brate, re-mem-ber a year in the
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life
of
friends.
Re-mem-ber the
life
of
friends.
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re-mem-ber the
love.
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Love?

Love?